HORWITZ AND TERJUNG ARE CANDIDATES FOR APS LEADERSHIP ROLES

The EEP Section is pleased to announce that Barbara A. Horwitz, Ph.D. from the Section of Neurobiology, Physiology, and Behavior at the University of California at Davis has been selected by the APS Nomination Committee to be a candidate for the APS office of President-Elect. Barbara has an impressive record as an investigator, teacher, author, administrator, EEP and Council representative, and spokesperson for physiology that makes us proud to endorse her for APS highest office. We also encompass her vision for APS which includes ...." I view APS as the premier organization that represents our collective professional interests. While the society faces several major challenges as physiology continues to evolve and the nature of meetings and publications change at what seems to be an ever increasing pace, our recently developed strategic plan provides guidelines to meet these challenges. As President I would work to: enhance the image of physiology as an academic discipline, ensure that our meetings and publications are of the highest quality; continue to promote our programs that teach the essence of physiology at all educational levels, and promote greater involvement and communication among our members regarding issues relevant to their interests".

The EEP Section is equally proud to announce that Ronald L. Terjung, Ph.D.,Dr.h.c. from the Department of Biomedical Sciences, College of Veterinary Medicine at the University of Missouri at Columbia Missouri will be one of candidates for APS Councillor in the 2001 election. Ron is recognized as an innovative investigator whose research and publications have brought him national and international acclaim. His editorial, organizational and leadership abilities have served APS and EEP well and especially so as the recent EEP Chair of the Program Committee and member of the planning committee for the recent Integrative Biology of Exercise conference. Terjung's work with Polish physiologists is one of his finest hours and we endorse him and his vision for the Society which includes ..." I would keep our publications strong and support innovative management of our journals; but, without placing excellence at risk. I believe APS needs to be continually vigilant for potential assaults that are detrimental to our professional activities as physiologists. As representative for EEP program activities in the Joint Program Committee, I have fostered fairness in dealing with the enormous breadth of scientific interests within EEP. In a similar manner, I believe that I can represent the collective interests within APS, I would be honored to be part of the Council in contributing to the management of APS ".

EEP RECEIVES FUNDS TO SUPPORT AWARDS PROGRAM

The EEP Section is pleased to announce that it has received a $10,000 grant from the U.S. Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity at Fort Detrick, MD to help fund a Military Physiology Award for Graduate students ($600), a Military Physiology Award for Beginning Investigators ($750), two Recognition Awards for Graduate Students ($500), and to assist the Section in defraying costs of the Award Banquet. The intent is for these awards to be given annually and that unused funds will be carried over to the next year. Details of the award can be found in the EEP Section located within the APS Website (http://www.the-APS.org) or in the October EEP Newsletter.
EEP BUSINESS MEETING SCHEDULED FOR MONDAY, APRIL 2ND

The annual EEP Business Meeting will be held in the Columbia Room of the Peabody Hotel starting at 5:30 PM and ending at 6:45 PM on April 2. At the session, members will meet their new EEP Chair and Councillors as well as current members of the Steering Committee. Tipton will report on activities within APS that are of concern to the membership and Mike Sawka will detail the activities and plans of the Steering Committee. Winners of the Recognition Awards and Proctor and Gamble Awards will be recognized while Frank Booth will report on the progress of the R.I. D. movement and the "action plans" being scheduled for a "March on Washington" on May 29th. Clark Blatteis will inform the Section on the 2002 program being planned for New Orleans and Gary Sieck will update the members on developments within JAP. Members with new business will have the opportunity to present their issues before adjourning to attend the Gisolfi Tribute.

THE APS AND EEP TRIBUTE FOR CARL V. GISOLFI ON MONDAY EVENING

The Society and the Section will recognize the scientific, professional, and personal contributions of the late Carl V. Gisolfi, Ph.D. at the 2001 Experimental Biology Meeting in Orlando. The tribute to our former leader and friend is scheduled for Monday, April 2nd in the Peabody Hotel starting at 7:00 PM and ending at 8:15 PM. The exact room location will be announced by APS Headquarters at a later date.

BROOKS - THE ADOLPH LECTURE - EEP LUNCHEONS ON TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

A reminder that the prestigious Adolph Lecture will be given by Dr. George Brooks of the University of California at Berkeley on Tuesday, April 3rd, at 8:00 AM in the ballroom of the Peabody Hotel. The title of his presentation is "The lactate shuttle: New interpretations of old ideas ". Students and post-doctoral fellows who would like to visit with Dr. Brooks and discuss items of mutual interest are invited to be his luncheon guest at the Peabody Hotel on either Tuesday April 3rd or Wednesday, April 4th starting at 12:15 PM. Reservations are limited to 15 people for each day and interested individuals must contact his host who is Dr. Kenneth M. Baldwin at the University of California at Irvine. Reservations are taken on a first come, first served basis. Dr. Baldwin can be reached by phone (949-824-7192); by fax (949-824-8450) or by e-mail (kmbaldwi@uci.edu). He/she who hesitates will be left out; so, make your reservations now!

EEP AWARDS BANQUET AT HOULIHANS ON TUESDAY NIGHT

On Tuesday, April 3rd starting at 6:30 PM in the Houlihans Restaurant located on 9150 International Drive, an open bar will be available to all members and guests of the EEP Section. The banquet area will be on the second floor and servings will begin at 7:15 PM. Attendees will have the choice of either a New York strip, fresh North Atlantic Salmon, stuffed chicken breast, or BBQ baby back ribs that will have an appetizer, salad, dessert and rolls. The price of the meal for members and guests will be the same as in San Diego; namely, $38.00 while it will be $18.00 for pre-and-post doctoral students. To attend, TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED FROM THE APS OFFICE IN THE PEABODY HOTEL ON OR BEFORE 12:01 PM ON MONDAY, APRIL 2ND. At the Awards Banquet, dignitaries will be acknowledged, Steering Committee members identified, pre-and-post doctoral awards given for outstanding research studies, and Dr. Charles Senay from St. Louis University will receive the EEP Honor Award in recognition of his distinguished career as an environmental physiologist. Following the award, Dr. Senay will deliver a presentation entitled "South Africa-an outstanding year". The banquet will close with the passage of the EEP gavel to Dr. Kenneth Baldwin who will chair the Section for the next three years.
SELECT PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS AT ORLANDO, 2001

Saturday, 3-31-01 from 2:00 to 4:00 PM in Room 31 A of the Convention Center; Symposium: The effects of World War II and the Cold War on the Recognition of Russian Physiologists

Sunday, 4-01-02 from 3:15 to 5:15 PM in the Peabody Ballroom F/G/H, FEATURED TOPIC: Muscle Fatigue

From 3:15 to 5:15 PM in the Peabody Orlando II, FEATURED TOPIC: Heat Shock Proteins; Environmental and Exercise Stress

From 7:00 to 10:00 PM in the Peabody Ballrooms, APS EDITORIAL BANQUET

Monday, 4-02-01 from 10:15 to 12:15 PM in the Peabody Orlando II, SYMPOSIUM: Intermittent Hypoxia: Cell to System

From 5:30 to 6:45 PM, EEP BUSINESS MEETING in Peabody Columbia Room.

From 7:00 to 8:15 PM. APS AND EEP TRIBUTE FOR CARL V. GISOLFI in Peabody Hotel, Room to be assigned later; contact CMT or APS Headquarters.

Tuesday, 4-03-01 from 8:00 to 10:00 AM in Peabody Ballroom F/G/H, THE ADOLPH LECTURE BY GEORGE BROOKS

From 12:15 to 2:00 PM in the Peabody Hotel, EEP-Adolph Luncheon for pre-and-post doctoral students (limited to 15 reservations)

From 6:30 to 10:00 PM at the Houlihan Restaurant, 9150 International Drive, the EEP Awards Banquet starting with an open bar and having the meal service beginning at 7:15 PM.

Wednesday, 4-04-2001 from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM in the Convention Center. A SYMPOSIUM entitled: Genomics and the molecular basis of exercise and environmental physiology.

Session I: Molecular basis of human performance
Session II: Molecular response to hypoxia
Session II: Molecular control of thermogenesis

From 12:15 to 2:00 PM in the Peabody Hotels, EEP-Adolph Lecture luncheon for pre-and-post graduate students (limited to 15 reservations).

EEP ELECTION

Nothing is more important to the EEP Section than the election of representatives for the various positions. This matter has more significance than ever before because APS has altered its governance procedures to allow Sections to have more autonomy and finances for its programs and activities. For the year 2001, we are to select Councillors that will replace Sue Schneider for Environmental Physiology and Clark Blatteis for Thermal Physiology. The candidates selected by the Nominations and Steering Committees are acknowledged investigators, dedicated professionals, devoted to the Section, and proven leaders. Therefore, reflect, select, and return the enclosed ballots to Mrs. Linda Allen, APS Headquarters, 9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD. 20814 on or before February 2, 2001.
THE EEP SECTION HAS ENDORSED THE OBJECTIVES OF

THE GRASSROOTS ADVOCACY GROUP ENTITLED

RESEARCHERS AGAINST-INACTIVITY RELATED

DISEASES (R.I.D.) AND ENCOURAGES MEMBERS TO

PARTICIPATE IN THE MAY 29TH, 2001 “EXERCISE

AGAINST SEDS”* ACTIVITIES IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

AT OR NEAR THE CAPITAL. AT THE EEP BUSINESS

MEETING, FRANK BOOTH FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF

MISSOURI WILL PROVIDE AN UPDATE AND MORE

DETAILS ON THIS IMPORTANT ENDEAVOR.

*SEDENTARY DEATH SYNDROME, BUS TO D.C.
LEAVING FROM SITE NEAR THE HYATT REGENCY IN
BALTIMORE THAT MORNING